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1. THE TELEPHONE SONG
QUINCY TYLER BERNSTINE, NICK BLAEMIRE, BRAD HEBERLEE, DAOUD HEIDAMI, JENNIFER R. MORRIS,
SARAH BETH PFEIFER, (I AM) NOBODY’S LUNCH ORIGINAL CAST RECORDING ENSEMBLE

2. SOMEONE TO KEEP ME WARM
BRIAN CHARLES ROONEY

3. IT’S SCARY HOW EASY IT IS
QUINCY TYLER BERNSTINE, NICK BLAEMIRE, BRAD HEBERLEE, DAOUD HEIDAMI, JENNIFER R. MORRIS,
SARAH BETH PFEIFER, (I AM) NOBODY’S LUNCH ORIGINAL CAST RECORDING ENSEMBLE

4. WATCH OUT LADIES
OSH GHANIMAH, JENNIFER R. MORRIS, (I AM) NOBODY’S LUNCH ORIGINAL CAST RECORDING ENSEMBLE

5. SUPERSECRET PLACES
ADAM CHANLER-BERAT, ASHLEY PÉREZ FLANAGAN

6. THE SONG OF PROGRESSIVE DISENCHANTMENT
MARY TESTA

7. AMERICA
REBECCA NAOMI JONES, QUINCY TYLER BERNSTINE, BRAD HEBERLEE

8. SCHRODINGER’S CAT
ADAM CHANLER-BERAT, JENNIFER R. MORRIS, QUINCY TYLER BERNSTINE, NICK BLAEMIRE, BRAD
HEBERLEE, DAOUD HEIDAMI, SARAH BETH PFEIFER, (I AM) NOBODY’S LUNCH ORIGINAL CAST RECORDING
ENSEMBLE
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SYNOPSIS

The investigation at the heart of (I Am)
Nobody’s Lunch is captured in the show’s
subtitle: “A cabaret about how we know what
we know when nobody knows if everyone
else is lying and when someone or something
wants to have you for lunch.” The text of the
show is drawn from interviews with real
people conducted by the company in the
early 2000’s, which together trace the cracks
in a culture fractured by the dissolution of
consensus reality. While the show teases out
long-standing undercurrents in American
culture, with our national predilection for
paranoia and conspiracy, its particular focus
is the crisis spanning the lead up and
aftermath of the Iraq War during the George
W. Bush presidency, epitomized by Bush
strategist Karl Rove’s belittling of a journalist,
calling him a member of the “reality based
community,” continuing with “We’re an
empire now, and when we act, we create our
own reality.”

Through Steve Cosson’s interweaving of
verbatim interviews and eclectic songs by
Michael Friedman, (I Am) Nobody’s Lunch
bounces between the mundane, the
geopolitical and the pop cultural, revealing
the different ways we Americans met this
historical moment, some with apathy or
complicity, others with their own personal
strategy of resistance. Ultimately, these
threads come together in a call to fight
against fear, manipulation and lies and to call
out the truth, to say, in the words of the
show’s final monologue from the recently
crowned Miss New York, “I see poop. It’s right
there.”

Brad Heberlee, Caitlin Roukin (Miller)



(I Am) Nobody’s Lunch is performed by an ensemble of
actors who morph between these various characters.
The originating company* conducted the interviews and
collaborated in a devising process that served to
articulate the central ideas of the show, the text and its
form.

The show begins with a casual pre-curtain speech by
one of the performers. In later productions, this speech
offered reminders of 2003 (when the original interviews
were conducted): Weapons of Mass Destruction, Shock
and Awe, Mission Accomplished, and Private Jessica
Lynch were all in the news. This explanation is
interrupted when the performers notice an unattended
bag on stage, which lets out a meow before being taken
off. This leads into the first song (“Telephone Song”),
which sets up the themes of the show with excerpts
from various interviews conducted over the phone.

Throughout the show, we hear from various women
around the country named Jessica Lynch about the
controversy around the mission to rescue Private
Jessica Lynch from an Iraqi hospital. (Apparently, one of
the company members (Caitlin Roukin (Miller)) called
every Jessica Lynch in the phone book.) After we hear
from the first Jessica Lynch—an optometrist who
doesn’t really care what happened with the rescue
mission—a variety of characters discuss what makes
them feel safe. A nonagenarian reminisces about
McCarthyism, a little boy who talks about his dog, and a
man expresses his desire for a lover to take control of
his life (“Someone to Keep Me Warm”).

The next suite of interviews focuses on national security
and government propaganda. A young staffer at the
Department of Homeland Security agonizes over the
way her department lies to the public, an Egyptian
graduate student recounts a creepy interview with the
government while registering as a foreign student, and a
soldier on guard in Grand Central Station traffics in 9/11
conspiracy theories. And the ensemble sings a breezy
tune about a host of conspiracy theories (“It’s Scary
How Easy It Is”).

In the next scene, two performers ask the audience to
assess two different horrific first-person accounts, one
that seems true and one that’s most likely a delusion.
First, they read from a news article about Khaled

el-Masri, a German citizen of Lebanese descent who was
allegedly kidnapped by the CIA by mistake and tortured in
an Afghan prison. Then, they read excerpts from a book by
Cathy O’Brien, in which she claims she was a mind-
controlled sex slave in a secret CIA operation, where she
learned that President Bush was actually a hybrid between a
human and a shape-shifting lizard. With the help of a
translator, a performer sings in Arabic about the threat of a
lizard man coming to take our freedom (“Watch Out
Ladies”). At the end of the song, someone persuades the
translator to mistranslate, reversing the song’s meaning. We
then hear from two young people, a teenage aspiring piercer
and a restless special education assistant, who express
their longing for some kind of purpose different from the
passivity and powerlessness of their lives as spectators
(“Supersecret Places”).

The next song (“Song of Progressive Disenchantment”) is
broken into three parts. Between the verses, a psychic
channeler speaks for an alien entity who describes the
Annunaki, an alien race that intentionally creates anxiety
among humans in order to feed on their fear. After the final
verse, we hear again from the Department of Homeland
Security staffer and the Egyptian grad student, who are now
in different phases of their lives. The staffer quit her job and
went back to school, and the grad student got his PhD. They
are both holding onto hope where they can find it. In the
following song (“America”), a performer embodies one of
the show’s central metaphors, that the relationship between
the government and the citizenry in this time is akin to an
abusive relationship. We might want “to believe in love,”
(from the choruses of the first and last songs), but this
present relationship demands we wake up and see it for
what it is.

The final scene of the show is split between an interview
with one more Jessica Lynch—the newly-crowned Miss New
York—and the final song of the show (“Schrodinger’s Cat”),
which compares the search for truth with the unknowable
fate of Schrodinger’s Cat, asserting that there is a difference
between uncertain truth and facts that are deliberately
obscured. Miss New York Jessica Lynch ends the show with
an anecdote about her landlord who is gaslighting her
about her mouse infestation. But she’ll have none of it. And
she’s got the mouse poop evidence to prove her case.
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PRODUCTION HISTORY
(I Am) Nobody's Lunch was created with Andy Boroson, Daoud Heidami, Christina Kirk, Alix Lambert, Matt Maher, 
Caitlin Roukin (Miller), & KJ Sanchez. Additional interviews contributed by Maria Dizzia, Jennifer Gillespie, Jen Taher, 
Amy Waschke and Chris Wells.

World Premiere produced by The Civilians at 59E59 Theaters, New York City, 2006. 

Directed by Steve Cosson, with choreography by Karinne Keithley and music direction by Andy Boroson. 

Cast: Quincy Tyler Bernstine, Matt Dellapina, Brad Heberlee, Daoud Heidami, Caitlin Roukin (Miller), and Jennifer R. 
Morris. Andromache Chalfant (Set), Marcus Doshi (Lights), Sarah Beers (Costumes), Shane Rettig (Sound), Catherine 
Bloch (Production Stage Manager), and Jocelyn Clarke, Jim Lewis and Janice Paran (Dramaturgs) 

The play subsequently toured to the Edinburgh Fringe in 2006 produced by The Civilians in association with Apparition 
Productions where it won a Fringe First Award. It received its London Premiere at Soho Theatre the same year, and
toured to various U.S. venues including the American Repertory Theatre (A.R.T.) in Cambridge, MA, and the Annenberg 
Center in Philadelphia. 

An earlier version of the play premiered in September 2004, produced by The Civilians and presented by Performance 
Space 122 with cast: Damian Baldet, Daoud Heidami, Christina Kirk, Alix Lambert, Caitlin Roukin (Miller), KJ Sanchez, 
and Baron Vaughn. 

Development supported by The Public Theater and the Sundance Institute Theatre Program.

The script is published by Oberon Books, and is included in The Civilians: An Anthology of Six Plays published by 
Playscripts, Inc. 
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